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"We would never think of going back to gave less than eight weeks ago. And the
the old blood donation system", says computer will lengthen the intervals in
Assistant Professor Claes Hagman, Direc- order to allow more time for recovery if
tor of the Blood Bank at the. University the last haemoglobin reading, which
Hospital, Uppsala, 40 miles north of indicates the oxygen-carrying capacity of
Stockholm. The new system with which he the blood, is below the highest normal
was contrasting the old is the computerized level. The computer is also programmed
blood transfusion service that now covers to take account of personal convenience
up to a quarter of Sweden's 8 million and will not ask a donor to attend when
people, in Uppsala where it began, in he is going to be on holiday or at an
Lund and in Stockholm City and County. unsuitable time of day. The "call-in
The central computer, which may be cards" are printed automatically, sent back
serving the whole of Sweden in a few in a batch to the local blood bank and
years, is in the Karolinska Hospital in mailed from there.
Stockholm. It contains the register of Additional hospitals can be linked to the
donors and is programmed to call them in system easily and cheaply. All they have to
for donation to their local blood bank buy is an additional card machine to
when they are required. At the beginning . record the details of donors, banks, and
of each week the blood bank tells how transfusions to be stored in the central
many donors it will need and in which computer.
blood groups. The computer picks out the Professor Hagman does not want the
required number from among those donors old system back again because the comon its files whose turn it is to give blood. puterized service has done away with its
No man will be chosen who gave blood disadvantages. The heavy load of paper
less than six weeks ago, no woman who work is gone-all replaced by punched
22

cards-and the insistent telephoning to
and from donors is at an end. Donors
often rang in the past because they were
worried about their blood counts. Now,
after donation, they are sent a "thank you"
card giving their latest blood values.
The computerized service has its own
advantages. More blood is being obtained
from fewer donors because they are being
used more efficiently-in Uppsala 18,000
bottles from 5,000 donors for 1967 against
14,500 bottles in 1965, the last year before
the computerized system, from 6,000
donors. Wastage of blood through failure
to use it while it is still fresh is no more
than 3 to 5 per cent compared with up to
15 per cent in the past.
Rather than being a financial burden,
because of the savings it has brought about
the computer offers an advantage for
Swedish hospitals. Indeed, the cost of the
computer service for each bottle of blood
represents only 1.7 per cent of the
total cost, scarcely one Swedish Crown
(20 US cents).
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....,. A volunteer gives his blood.
Bottles with blood-unit cards attached,
which have just left the automatic punching
machine.
.,...
Operating theatre nurse checking the blood
unit card before a blood transfusion.
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